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A. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  
 

No Descriptions 
Possible Producer, Equivalent 
brand and Reference Picture 

 Quantity 

1 
Desk and 
Drawer 

- Electrical Adjustable Office desk 

with drawer and separation 

partition. 

 High quality frame & legs W:80 - L:160 - 

H:75, the legs are telescopic that can 

ascend and descend that allow the user 

to adjust desk height with max. height 

130 cm ability to stop and return in 

response to obstacle, with control 

features as below  

1-supplied with led height indicator. 

2- 4 level memory  

3- lock with control panel  

4- adjustable top and bottom limit     

5- front panel included  

6- color white legs, white table. 

 

- The drawers are made from 

steel frame painted with high 

quality of electrostatic powder 

coating with central lock, 

telescopic rail system with 4 

wheels, dimension (40*50*56) 

cm White frame, wooden white 

10 

  

2 
High office chair 
(120*57) cm 

Backrest in mesh, adjustable headrest, 

Monoblock polyurethane wet sponge,5 

class gas lift, synchronized mechanism, 

adjustable polyurethane armrest, 

aluminium leg, armrest(65cm) 

10 

 

3 
High glass cabin                     
( 190*80*42 ) cm 

High glass cabin with five horizontal 

splits, with half door, upper is aluminium 

framed, high leg, anti-hitting mechanism, 

shelves with PVC edge bend, adjustable 

shelves, shelf safety lock, safety leg 

(goose leg), cabinet with glass door  

4 
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4 
Visitor chair 
(90*57) 

Backrest in mesh, Monoblock 

polyurethane wet sponge, fixed armrest, 

painted or chromium tubular leg 
10 

 

5 
Meatal hanger 
(175) cm meatal hanger  7 

 

 
A. DELIVERY TIME AND DELIVERY LOCATION 

- Supplier must specify delivery time in bid form. 

- The Delivery Location is Italian village 1, House No. (242), On 100 street, Erbil /Iraq 

- The supplier is responsible for the unloading at the place of destination. 

- The supplier shall provide all necessary tools for unloading. 

 

B. WARRANTY & DOCUMENTS:   

- The supplier shall provide min. 3-years warranty.  

- A warranty card signed and stamped shall be provided. All documents, manuals and handbooks 
shall be provided in English and/or Arabic/Kurdish 

 

C. GENERAL REMARKS AND SPECIAL CONDITION 
 

- The supplier shall provide the requested items with all standard technical features and 

specifications and in full working conditions. 

- Shipping, transportation, and installation are included. 

- All dimensions are approx. not exact. And picture are only to understand the product not an 

indication for a specific model or brand. 

 


